At the time of its origin, the earth was a
molten sphere. But with the passage of
time, its surface cooled; but inside it
was boiling hot. Due to the eruption of
volcanoes, several gases and water
vapour came out of the earth and as a
result of the gravitational pull of the
earth it remained as a cover to the earth.
Later, when it cooled further, the water
vapour condensed into rain. Due to
continuous rainfall for thousands of
years the water bodies were formed. It
is believed that the oceans of the earth
were formed in this manner.
Life emerged in the oceans gradually.
Today all living creatures, including
man, depend on the oceans for their
existence.
The role played by oceans to evolve
human life as we see it today on the
earth is really significant.

Oceans
71 % of the earth's surface is
surrounded by oceans. The
interconnected body of water
on the earth's surface,
comprising all oceans , is
called the World Ocean.

• Examine the globe and find out the
names and location of oceans.

Bay and Gulf
Bay is a wide segment of an ocean
extending into land. Eg. the Bay of
Bengal.Gulf is a narrow portion of an
ocean extending into land. Eg. the Gulf of
Cambeth.

It is believed that about 225 million
years ago, the land we see today existed
as one land mass. That large continent
'Pangea' was surrounded by only one
ocean. This was known as 'Panthalassa'.
Later, when this landmass separated
and drifted away, there occurred
changes in the shape and location of the
oceans surrounding them. Given below
is a table providing the salient features
of different oceans.

Oceans

Area

Average
depth

The deepest
trench

165.2 lakh
Sq. km

4270
metres

The Challenger
Trench11033 metres

The Atlantic 82.4 lakh
Ocean
Sq.km

3700
metres

The Puerto
Rico Trench8618 metres

The Indian
Ocean

3960
metres

The Wharton
Trench7725 metres

The Pacific
Ocean

73.4 lakh
Sq km

Table - 4.1
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Analyse the table (table 4.1)
and find out the facts you can
associate with the oceans and prepare notes
Let us see what are the other
characteristics associated with oceans.
The Pacific Ocean has the greatest
number of islands. There are about
20,000 islands in the ocean.
The salient feature of the Atlantic Ocean
is the Mid-Atlantic Ridge which is
about 14,000 kilometres in length.
Majority of the islands seen in both these
oceans are of volcanic origin.
The number of islands in the Indian
Ocean is comparatively small.
Madagascar and Sri Lanka are
examples of continental islands.
Andaman- Nicobar islands are part of
the chain of islands , stretching from
Myanmar to Australia. Coral islands are
also found in the Indian Ocean.
Coral reefs are formed by the accretion
of the dead remains of small organisms
called polyps. Coral islands are formed
by coral reefs. Lakshadweep and
Maldives in the Indian Ocean are
examples of coral islands.

Salinity of Ocean Water and
Temperature
Salinity of oceans is the amount of salt
present in sea water. Salinity is usually
expressed as the number of grams of
dissolved salts in 1000 grams of sea
water. The average salinity of sea water
is 35 parts per 1000 grams.This is

expressed as 35 0/00. It means that 35
grams of salt is dissolved in 1000 grams
of water. It is 3.5%.
The main reason for the salinity of
oceans is the dissolved sodium chloride
(common salt). There are salts other
than sodium chloride in the sea water
are:
• Magnesium Chloride
• Magnesium Sulphate
• Calcium Sulphate
• Potassium Sulphate
• Calcium Carbonate
• Magnesium Bromide
Let us see the factors affecting salinity.
• When evaporation increases
salinity increases.
• Salinity will be low in regions that
receive heavy rainfall.
• Salinity will be comparatively low
at estuaries.
• Water reaching the oceans from
melting ice causes a fall in salinity.
• In areas where cold and warm
currents meet salinity is
comparatively low.
The temperature of the ocean water
ranges between -2°C to 33°C.
Tempearture is different in many
places. What may be the factors
affecting the temperature of ocean
water?
• Latitude
• Salinity
•
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Analyse the table and answer the
questions given below. (Table 4.2)
Latitude

Average
Temperature

0° - 10°

26.72°C

10° - 20°

25.60°C

20° - 30°

23.16°C

30° - 40°

17.98°C

40° - 50°

10.33°C

50° - 60°

4.56°C

60° - 70°

2.12°C

At the poles the temperature in the
ocean will be -2°C

about the different kinds of movements
of ocean water. Let us examine what
they are, how they are formed and how
these movements affect human life.
The movements in the sea water are the
waves, tides and ocean currents.
Waves are produced by wind. As
powerful winds blow along the surface
of the sea, friction is caused which
makes the surface water move.
Depending on the power of the wind
the moving water takes the form of
waves. Powerful winds cause larger
waves. Waves generated by very strong
winds or storms cause intense sea
erosion

Table - 4.2

What changes occur in the
temperature of sea water according
to latitudinal differences?
In which latitudinal zone is the
highest average ocean temperature
recorded?
In which latitudinal zone is the
lowest average ocean temperature
recorded?
Wave
length

Analyse the figure 4.1. and
find out what wave height,
wave length, crest and trough are and prepare
a note.

Crest

Wave height

Trough

Fig 4.1

Movements of Ocean Water
The variations in temperature, salinity
and density of ocean water, and
gravitational pull cause the movements
of ocean water. It is interesting to learn
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Haven't you noticed such news items
in newspapers? How does this happen
on normally calm beaches?
Small waves deposit sand on the shores.
But the bigger waves carry sand on the
shore into the ocean. That is, high
waves cause the sand to drain away.
When more sand is drained away than
deposited on the shore, the areas are
said to face sea erosion. The water that
comes onto the shore at that time
destroys trees and houses, and cause a
lot of damage and loss to people.
• Is there any relation between climate
and sea erosion? Does sea erosions
occur in Kerala in all months?

'chakara' is a special phenomenon that
is formed in the sea near the coasts of
Kerala. The 'chakara' protects the shores
from sea erosion.

Chakara
This is a special phenomenon seen only
in the Arabian Sea. At the beginning or the
end of the monsoon, mud gets collected
at certain calm parts of the sea. Small
ridges are formed by this slimy mud and
in this fertile area, small phytoplanktons
start forming green beds to grow. Prawns,
sardine, and mackeral and other types of
fish come in search of food to this area in
large scales. This is called chakara. This

During which season the
Kerala coast face intense sea
erosion? Discuss
Depositing boulders and 'pulimuttu' on
sea shores, planting mangroves are
some of the ways to mitigate the
magnitude of destruction caused by sea
erosion. The 'Pulimuttu' device is
concrete blocks of specific shape.
To prevent sea erosion, nature finds its
own solutions. The most important of
these is the formation of sand ridges.
The sand that moves from the shore to
the sea and vice versa obstruct each
other causing such sand ridges. The
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is festival time for the coastal areas due
to the abundant harvest.

On calm days the waves of the sea also
seem calm. On windy days the waves
grow in size. During a cyclone, they
become huge and erode the shores.
Storm waves rise from 18 to 30 metres
high. They throw everything that lies
close to the shore far away. They toss
ships like toys and destroy buildings
and other things situated on the shore.
The earthquake and volcanoes that erupt
under the sea create huge waves. These
are called seismic waves or tsunami
waves. These waves may have a speed
of 800 kilometres per hour. You have
already learnt about them in the earlier
unit.
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Tides

Tides and the Moon

Is the level of the sea at all hours in a
day the same? If one watches carefully,
one can make out the changes of the
level of the surface of the water.

North

South

Tides are the periodic rise and fall of
water level in the sea. In olden days
itself people thought about the rise and
fall of the sea. While learning about
celestial objects, man arrived at a
scientific conclusion on this.

low tide
D

B
High tide

The main reasons for the occurence of
tides:

A

Earth

Moon

High tide

C
Low tide

• The gravitational attraction exerted
on the earth by the sun and the moon.
• Centrifugal force created due to the
rotation of the earth.

High tide and Low tide
Fig 4.3

There is a gravitational attraction
between the earth, the moon and the
sun. But the centrifugal force due to
their rotation on their axes, opposes the
gravitational force. Both concentrate at
the centre of the earth. When the sun,
the earth and the moon are in a line, the
distance between the earth and the
moon is the least. Have a look at 'A' in
fig. 4.3. Due to the gravitational pull of
the moon, the water rises in the areas
shown by arrows in the figure. But due
to the centrifugal force, water rises in
the area 'B' opposite to 'A'. The rise of
water in these two areas is called high
tide. But in an area at 90° to 'A'and 'B',
that is at 'C' and'D', it is low tide at the
same time. The revolution of the moon
around the earth causes change of
position of the tides.

What have you understood from the fig
4.3?
• High tide occurs in those parts of the
ocean which face the moon.
• Low tide occurs at the same time in
those parts which are at an angular
distance of 90 degree to the high tide
regions.
•

Tides and the Sun
The sun also has a role in the occurence
of tides.
The distance of the sun from the earth
is about 400 times the distance between
the earth and the moon. Therefore, the
sun's gravitational pull on the earth is
much less than the gravitation pull of
the moon on the earth. However, the
sun's gravitational attraction plays a role
in the occurance of tides.
THE OCEAN AND MAN
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The moon that goes round the earth
While the earth is rotating on its axis, it also goes round the sun. The moon, the only
satellite of the earth also has these two similar movements. While it revolves, it
goes round the earth. The moon takes 27.32 days to go round the earth. This is
known as one sidereal month. But from one new moon to the next, it takes 29 ½
days. This is called a lunar month. During the lunar month, when the moon goes
round the earth and reaches different positions, tides with different magnitudes are
produced.

Spring Tides
Moon

Moon
Earth

Full moon

New moon
Fig 4.4

The tides on new moon and full moon
days are shown in the fig 4.4. On these
days, the moon, the earth and the sun
come almost in a line. So the moon and
the sun exert their combined
gravitational pull on the earth. Hence
the tides on these days are exceptionally
powerful. They are called Spring Tides.
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Neap Tides
In the picture given below, on the days
when the sun, the earth and the moon
are in the position as shown, the sun and
moon attract the earth at 90° angle.
When the moon pulls the earth to one
side, the sun pulls the earth to the other
side, which results in very low tides.
They are called Neap tides.

Chapter - 4

• Tides help in keeping the beaches
clean.

Moon
First quarter
High tide

• Salt pans fill with water during high
tide.
• With the help of the tidal energy
electricity can be generated.

Ocean Currents
Earth

High tide

Moon
Old Crescent
Fig 4.5

How many neap tides occur in a
lunar month?
After one Neap tide, when does the
next one occur?
How do tides affect human life?
• Low tides and high tides are helpful
for fishermen going for fishing on the
'Kattamaram',
• Big ships can even enter in shallow
harbours.
• The fishing boat(Pathemaari)
constructed on the shore are taken to
the water at high tide.

Imagine that the water in the ocean
flows regularly like a river from one
place to another. Besides the waves and
tides, the water from the sea flows from
one place to another. These are ocean
currents.
You have understood that the salinity
and temperature of the sea are different
at different parts. This causes variations
in the density of sea water. These
imbalances in the ocean make the water
move from one place to another. These
are ocean currents.
Ocean currents can be divided into
warm and cold currents. The currents
that flow from tropical - subtropical
regions to subpolar - polar regions are
called warm currents. The currents that
flow from subpolar - polar regions to
tropical - subtropical regions are called
cold currents.
There are numerous small and big
currents in every ocean. Each of them
travels in a particular direction. All of
them do not travel at the same speed.
The speed of the currents is controlled
by wind and the rotation of the earth.
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1
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1
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2
9

1
3

2

11

2

12

14

10

10

10

Warm currents

Cold currents

km
Fig 4.6

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

North Equatorial current
South Equatorial current
Counter Equatorial current
Gulf stream
North Atlantic current
Canaries current
Labrador current
Norwegian current
Brazil current
West wind drift

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Benguela current
Agulhas current
West Australian drift
East Australian drift
Peru Current
Kuroshio Current
North Pacific Current
California Current
Monsoon Current

Ocean
Observe the map (fig 4.6) and complete the
table to show the warm and cold currents of
different oceans.
Analyse the map and find out whether the
currents that flow in the different oceans along
the coasts of various continents are warm
currents or cold currents. Why are they so?
Discuss this in class.
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Warm
Currents

Cold
Currents

•The
Pacific
Ocean

• North
•California
Equatorial Current
Current

•

•

•

•

•

•
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The water that has a higher density
travels from the top of the ocean to the
bottom and the water with a lower
density travels from the bottom to the
upper portions of the ocean. Such
movements in the ocean are very
necessary for the existence of life in the
ocean. It makes possible the distribution
of oxygen to the depths of the ocean and
the planktons, which is the main food
of fish, is carried to the bottom of the
ocean by these movements.

A Storehouse of Minerals

Importance of Ocean Currents in
Human life

Sea as a Source of Food

The currents have a decisive role in
influencing the climate of the regions
theyflow through. In cold regions the
warm currents protect the coasts along
which they flow from the severe cold.
Similarly, the cold currents reduce the
heat of the hot regions they pass through
and provide relief from the heat.
The cold currents that flow from the
polar and subpolar regions, bring in a
lot of plankton. Since this is the food of
fish, you can find a lot of fish where
these currents pass through. These areas
have become important fishing centres
of the world. Grand banks in Eastern
New Foundland is an example of this.
All major sea routes take the advantage
of ocean currents.
Find Norway on the atlas. Does the
current which passes through the
region influence the climate of
Norway?

Almost all the minerals found on land
are also found in the sea. But man is not
able to make use of all the resources
that are found in the oceans because the
cost of processing them is very high.
Due to the overuse of the resources of
the land, they are being exhausted. A
number of minerals found on land now
will soon disappear. Man will have to
depend on oceans for minerals in the
near future.

Fish is one of the important food of man.
Almost 9 crore tons of fish is being
caught every year from different places
the world over. Fishing is one of the
oldest occupations in coastal area,
whichever latitude it be in. Japan, Peru,
China, Norway, Russia and Britain are
the major fishing centres of the world.

Drinking Water
The need for drinking water is
increasing day by day. With the
increasing population, a large quantity
of water is needed not only for drinking,
but also for agriculture and other
activities. Will the sea be able to solve
the problem of water in the coming
years? You know that sea water is
saline. If the salinity can be removed
from sea water, won't we be able to find
a solution to our water scarcity
problems? Let us see what we can do
to aid this.
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Many countries purify sea water for
this. The methods like sea water
distillation and electro dialysis are
resorted to remove the salinity of sea
water.

Medicines from the sea

In the process of sea water distillation,
the sea water is turned into water
vapour using solar energy. The
vapourised water is then condensed
and fresh water is obtained. Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait and Chile are some of
the countries that do this.

The fat from some types of fish is
processed to obtain fish oil and fish
capsules. Besides, oceanic flora and
fauna are sources of several medicines.
Antibiotics, steroids, vitamins and
tonics are commercially manufactured
in large quantities from them.

The process of removing salt from sea
water using electricity is electro
dialysis. In Kavarathi, the capital of
Lakshadweep, this process is used to
purify sea water.

In the coming years, how will
the above mentioned methods
of desalinating help to prevent water shortage?
Discuss.

Petroleum and Natural Gas
Petroleum and natural gas are drilled
from the ocean floors from different
parts of the world. Petroleum is mined
from the coast of Mumbai (Mumbai
High) also.

Mumbai High
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The Sea and Climate

Marine Pollution

Compared to the sea, land gets heated
or cooled very fast. The unequal
heating and cooling of land and ocean
affects the climate of coastal regions
considerably. The regions near oceans
do not experience extremes of climate.
But in regions which are not close to the
ocean, summers are very hot and
winters are very cold. The moist winds
that blow from the sea during the day
moderate the temperature on the land.

We have discussed the importance of
oceans in human life. When the sea
shores became conducive to life, they
started to become over populated. This
led to uncontrollable interventions both
on the sea and shores. Such
interventions led to the pollution of the
sea and the shore, which has started to
pose a threat to the very existence of
human beings. Let us see, what the
causes of marine pollution are:

Oceans a Source of Energy
Energy can be produced from sea
waves, tides and ocean currents. Water
activated turbines that rotate by the force
of waves striking the shore, are installed
in the sea near the shore. The waves
rotate them and generate electricity.
During high tide, when the water level
rises, the water is collected in reservoirs.
This water is used to rotate the turbines
to produce electricity. Tides which have
an average height of 5 metres are ideal
to produce energy.
Power generation is not possible on all
sea shores. Why?
Oceans are important in one way or
another. Do you agree with this
statement? From what you have learnt
so far, make inferences.

• Planktons, the primary producers,
absorb the chemical effluents
reaching the sea as a result of
industrialization and urbanization.
The toxicity is transferred to the
small fish, which consume the
planktons and then to the big fish that
eat them in turn. This upsets the
ecological balance of the sea.
• The carbon dioxide, which is
considerably increasing at present in
the air dissolves in rain forming
carbonic acid and reaches the sea
increasing the acidity of the ocean
water. This also poses a threat to the
ecological balance of oceans.
• The oil spill because of unlimited
overflow of crude oil and diesel from
ships is yet another factor causing
marine pollution.
• As ship voyages increase day by day,
the amount of waste disposed from
the ships into the ocean is also on
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the increase. This pollutes harbours
and shores beyond tolerable limits.
• Thermal and atomic power plants
use large quantities of water as
coolants. After being used as a
coolant in the thermal power plant,
the water is let out into the sea or
river. This causes the temperature of
the sea water to rise. This also
significantly upsets the equilibrium
of the oceanic environment.
• How does oceanic pollution affect
human life?
In what all ways does marine
pollution affect human
existence? What are the measures that can be
taken to protect the sea from being polluted?
Discuss

Follow up Activities...
• The salinity of the oceans is not the
same everywhere. State the reasons.
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• How do people living on the coasts
depend on the ocean for their daily
living?
• On the outline maps of the world,
mark the following details in
different colours and prepare an
atlas:
• Major islands
• Oceans
• Bays
• Straits
• Isthmus
• Prepare a speech for the school
assembly on World Ocean Day.

Indicators
• Importance of oceans
• Problems faced by oceans
• The part played by man in this
• Remedial measures

